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Introductions



Session Description:

Change is necessary for survival, however, implementing 

a new system or process and adjusting staff 
responsibilities can be filled with challenges. 

Discover how to deal with change and 
use it to fuel a highly productive team.
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Background of 
Session Attendees

Let’s see a show of hands, 

where is each attendee at?

1. Are you starting a new technology 

implementation and the old way of 

doing business is expected to change 

significantly?

2. Is your department struggling with 

dealing with change?

3. Do you have new technology and not 

getting full value from it?

4. Other



What is Change Management?

Change Management 

is the controlled 

identification and 

implementation of 

required changes 

within an 

organizational 

structure. 

Change Management is a 

structured approach to 

transitioning individuals, teams, 

and organizations from a current 

state to a desired future state, to 

fulfill or implement a vision and 

strategy. 

Change Management 

uses a structured set of 

tools and processes for 

leading the people side 

of change.



Prosci PCTTM (Trademark) Model

Black & Veatch utilizes Prosci Change Management methodology to ensure project success

Prosci is a change management 
thought leader. Their approach is 
based on the idea that scientific 
principles can be applied to 
organizational settings to achieve 
desired outcomes.

The Prosci derived approach 
recognizes people are the “X-
factor” in determining project 
success.

PCT Model Courtesy Prosci Change Management  
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Prosci ROI Of Change Management 
Model

• Change Management lifecycle is built 

upon Prosci principles

• Readiness phase focuses on leadership 

alignment and current state assessment

• Transformation phase focuses on 

development and execution of Change 

Management Plan and measuring 

progress

• Sustainability phase focuses on training 

and enhancing performance

PCT Model Courtesy Prosci Change Management  
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Three-Phased Change Management Life Cycle

Readiness 

Preparation Phase

Transformation

Implementation Phase

Sustainability

Sustainment Phase

• Develop awareness of 

the nature of change

• Develop support

• Typically leads into 

implementation 

activities

• Focus on “go-live” aspects 
of new processes

• Focus on supporting 
people and tools

• “New” replaces “old”

• Daily reinforcement of 
new processes

• Strengthen alignment of 
new system with business 
processes

• Realization of change 
benefits

Black & Veatch Best Practice Approach



What are the Reasons for Changing the Way We Do Things?

New Software Creates Opportunities 

AMI, MDM, OMS, CIS, Work 

Management, Asset Management, 

etc., creates opportunities to both 

improve an existing process or create 

an entirely new way of working.

Optimizing Recently Deployed 

Software   Due to project constraints, 

many of the new processes don’t’ get 

implemented and the new software is 

often installed with the old processes.  

Once the utility “catches their breath” 

(6 mos. to 1 yr. later) opportunities 

exist to optimize the software to 

refine and improve the business.

Reaction to Internal & External Pressure 

Pressures to change come from many areas, 

including management, customers, 

competition, government regulations, 

shareholders, financial markets, and other 

factors in the organization’s internal and 

external environments.

Software Vendors Don’t Focus on Optimizing 

Business Processes     Software vendors focus 

on properly completing the conversion, 

testing the software for functionality, and 

employee training on use of software. They 

do NOT optimize business processes.



What Type of Projects will Benefit from a Disciplined Change 
Management Approach?

Especially when work is handed off between people and between departments

Mobile Workforce Management 

• A service order dispatched from the office 

to the truck to complete a connect or 

disconnect

• An outage order status sent from the field 

to the dispatch center and into the OMS

• A field worker submitting a request for a 

pole needing maintenance 

AMI and MDM Deployments 

• Soft Move-Ins and Out

• A voltage blink complaint

• A theft of service alert

CIS/FIS and WMS Deployment 

• A new service request for a 

new premise

• A high-bill complaint

• Selecting inventory from 

the warehouse
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Change Management Alignment with Project Phases

Project 
Conception 
& Initiation

Project 
Planning

Project 
Execution

Project 
Performance 

& Control
Project Close

Project Management Phases

Change Management Level of Effort

Typical Change Management Workstreams

Change Management Plan

Communications

Business Process Mgmt & Organizational Alignment

Training

Workforce Transition Planning



Program Management Structure & Change Management

Business Transformation projects typically align Change Management as part of the PMO 

Executive Steering Committee

Program Management Office
Business Leaders 

Advisory Team

Testing

System Integration System Deployment

Business Integration 

Change Management
• Process Design

• Communications

• Training 

Project 

Management

Support 

Organizations



Key Components of Change 
Management Program

Change Management Vision

Change Management Strategy & Plan

Communications

Business Process Design & Organizational Alignment

Training

Workforce Transition Planning



Change Management – Change Starts with a Vision

• A change effort or initiative must start with 
a vision 

• The vision will assist in motivating those 
that are impacted to take action in the right 
direction

• What is the definition of a vision statement

• A vision statement tells you where 
you are going 

• A vision statement paints a 
compelling work of a desired future 
state 

• A vision statement allows anyone 
who reads it, hears it, want to 
support the change team



Characteristics of an Effective Vision

• Imaginable – conveys a picture of what the 
future will look like 

• Desirable – appeals to the long-term 
interests of employees, customers & 
stakeholders

• Feasible – comprises realistic, obtainable 
goals 

• Focused – clear enough to provide 
guidance in decision making 

• Flexible – General enough to allow initiative 
and alternative responses 

• Communicable – can be fully explained in 5 
minutes 



Build the Change Team
• Sponsorship

• Top down sponsorship with a cross section of 

impacted leaders is a requirement

• Obtain the best possible cross-section of company 

resources

• Across departments and shifts

• Long term and newer employees

• Include employees with diverse views

• Employees interested in the change project

• Use volunteers and nominated employees

• Educate team on the need for change and the change 

process

• Impress upon team their responsibility in the change 

process and time involved

• Keep team focused on specific change tasks and issues



Communication Plan

• Goal

• Develop a detailed 

strategic and tactical 

communications 

framework that will 

support project 

objectives 

• Develop a comprehensive 

communications plan to 

engage with all target 

audiences. 

• Establish roles, 

responsibilities and 

communication process 

flow

• Develop integrated 

communication schedule

• Identify Target Internal and 

External Audiences

• Executive, Management / 

Leadership

• Employees who are directly 

affected and other

• Regulatory

• Affiliates & Partners

• Customers

• Tailor message for each 

stakeholder group at each stage 

and determine optimum vehicle



Business Process Management & Organizational Alignment 

Goals

• Develop an organization design, a set 

of operating standards, and 

governance that provides the 

organization an effective way to 

operate in with the adoption of new 

technology and business processes

Tasks

• Review the current state 

documentation

• Develop proposed future state 

processes working with project teams

• Document business “Gaps” to move to 

future state

• Confirm the organizational design 

needed to support the future state

EXAMPLE: Key Impacts to Advanced Meter Operations

The AMI team will continue to improve the operation of RF meters and communications, 

network communications equipment during ongoing deployment by implementing the following 

features: integration of NEW ticketing tool with NEW Operations System and CSS for Incident 

Management, enhanced remote connect/disconnect monitoring by transaction type, overlay of 

the Electrical Connectivity Model in NEW Operations System …………………………….. 

Expected impacts include:

 Utilizing NEW Incident tickets to facilitate and monitor incident resolution for meter or 

network devices

 Enhanced Monitoring of remote connect/disconnect transaction performance by type and 

monitoring end to end process

 Utilizing the electrical connectivity model overlay on the interactive map to inform incident 

investigation and resolution

 Utilizing VEE Exceptions to correlate meter issues or events

 SNMP to monitor network equipment status and evaluate the impact of any device failures

 Create job aid for HAN device pairing setup by AMI; enrollment managed by the HAN 

device vendor



Organizational Impact Assessment Overview

Objectives and Content

The Organizational Impact Assessment identifies 
impacts to employees from business processes changes 
defined during Release Planning and process 
development.                                                       

The Organizational Impact Assessment identifies:

 What is changing (i.e., new and different)?

 How significant are these changes? 

 Who is affected?

 What training or communication is needed in 
order to effectively implement these changes? 

Document Changes
1

Understand Impacts
2

Develop Action Plan
3

Identify actions needed to address 
impacts in the form of training, 
communications, organizational 
design or resource considerations

Analyze business requirements and 
process maps to identify changes in 
processes, technology and roles & 
responsibilities

Identify who is impacted and how 
significant is the impact; conduct 
follow up sessions with SMEs (as 
needed) to refine impacts

Approach



Training  is Linked Tightly with Change Management and 
Utility-wide Transformation

• Our approach is to tie training initiatives to 

the business release schedule

• It starts with functional requirements as a 

part of new process design which drive the 

training requirements

• Some of the development of the materials 

comes from the vendors. Other materials are 

created by Black & Veatch

• The most common approach is train the 

trainer

TRAINING 
STRATEGY 

OBJECTIVES

Foster Culture 
of Learning

Enhance 
Speed of 
Adoption

Equip & 
Prepare 

Employees

Just-In-Time 
Training

Efficient & 
Effective 
Logistics

Effective 
Quality 
Training

Transition to 
Sustainability

Track 
Progress



Integrated Plan Approach for Training 

23

Business 

Requirements (Visio 

Diagrams)

Organizational Impact 

Assessment

Standard Operating 

Procedures

Training

Defines the future state 

processes and 

organizational and system 

interactions necessary to 

support AMI capabilities; 

drives the technical design

Identifies impacts to 

employees caused by 

changes in business 

processes

Provides step-by-step 

instructions for how 

employees will perform 

new or modified 

business processes 

Includes the 

development of the 

training plan and 

training materials as 

well as delivery of 

training to end-users



Example of Common Types of Training

Training Type Purpose

Core Project Team Training Overall plan to  prepare the Core Project Team for the Discovery workshops.

End-User Training (Train the Trainer) To train system users on the delivery of end-user training for business users.

End-User Trainer (Business Users)

To educate Business Unit staff on the new system and Customer Portal navigation and 

functionality required to perform their job roles in addition to Customer facing portal 

functionality

Technical Training To prepare the IT staff to provide ongoing system support for the and Customer Portal.

Knowledge Transfer Sessions
To engage the business unit SME’s, managers, and Customer Portal functionality 

required to effectively manage their respective departments.

e-Learning Lessons
To supplement end-user training and support ongoing training needs for the business 

unit.

Customer Education Materials To provide customers with guidance on accessing and using the Customer Portal.



Insights on Training and Material Development

Training must be 
the culmination 
of sound change 
management; not 
the start of it

25

Training is a vehicle for 

employee 

communication and can 

serve to engage 

employees

Training is expected 

to be iterative. 

Periodic retraining via 

train the trainer is 

important

Tools as an integral 

part of the training 

provide 

reinforcement to 

the desired process 

change



Workforce Transition Planning

Goals

• Develop a detailed Workforce Transition Plan that when 

implemented will ensure a smooth transition to the new 

future state with minimal disruption in operations 

Tactics

• Develop plan on how to redeploy impacted workforce 

using findings from Impact Assessment

• Develop retention strategies for critical employees. 

• Analyze workforce demographics to determine retirement 

transition for employees who might not be redeployed 

• Consider transition workforce options for employees who 

may be eligible to transfer to new roles

Develop the Transition Plan

• Determine knowledge transfer needs and include them in 

the transition plan when indicated

• Develop job profiles and document job duties for new job 

roles

• Work with HR to consider any union impacts that may be 

part of the transition plan

• Capture training and role related information for the 

Knowledge Management tool

• Document the recommended Transition Schedule for the 

impacted workforce
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Plan for Extensive Organizational Change

Staging a complex 

implementation

• Transition period when 

multiple systems are 

live and at different 

stages

• Coordinating with 

operating units and 

managing an aggressive 

schedule

Managing impact to Business 

Unit Departments

• Lots of employees touched 

across many departments

• Significant process changes or 

adjustments from existing 

CIS/AMI/MDM and WMS 

processes

• Workforce transition and 

training

Developing an effective 

communication plan

• Customers

• Internal audiences (Executives, 

Stakeholders, Employees)

• Selected software vendors

• Selected Consulting firm

Realizing and sustaining 

business transformation

• Acceptance and 

ownership

• Moving to operational 

excellence and continuous 

value extraction

CIS, GIS, WMS, MWM, AMI, MDM Data

Billing & 

Customer Care

Distribution 

Operations

Marketing 

& Rates

Credit & 

Collections

System 

Planning

Scheduling/

Settlement

Revenue 

Protection



What Can Happen Without Change Management?

• The selection of programs to deploy 

and add are based on the level of 

benefit expected to be achieved

• The planned programs to be added 

in the roadmap maximizes the 

synergy as some programs are best 

to be implemented at the same time

• Speeds up the implementation

• More cross-departmental buy-in

• Greater return on the investment

• Many high-value business 

processes and enhanced programs 

simply never get created 

• Various departments begin to 

implement new programs on their 

own without a cross-utility use of 

new capabilities

• Many of the enhanced reports and 

analysis tools simply don’t get used

• Software functionality does not 

match business process execution

• Little to no cross-departmental 

buy-in

Without a Plan With a Plan



Change Management Success Indicators

The greatest contributors to Change 

Management success are:

• Active and visible executive 

sponsorship

• Frequent and open communications

• Appropriate resources and funding for 

Change Management

• Employee engagement and 

participation

Change Management will accelerate 

improvements to your business
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This slope is determined by 

speed of adoption

The height of the post 

implementation benefit is 

tied to ultimate utilization

Proficiency determines the 

height of the ‘benefit’ lines
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